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Those who plan to build or enlarge dairy barns should determine the

limitations placed on building. Applications for construction exceed-

ing $1,000 must be filed with the county U. S. D. A. war board, and
before filing an application it might be advisable to consult your

State college of agriculture or your county agent, who is generally a

member of this board. The $1 ,000 limitation does not apply to repairs

necessary for maintaining buildings in first-class condition but only

where the original design is altered or new construction begun.

Improvements must be made with the least critical materials, and the

use of native materials, such as stone and logs or used materials from

the farm, will be a direct contribution to the war effort by conserving

critical materials and transportation and will reduce the cost of

construction appreciably.
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Figure 1.—Floor plan of a typical average-size dairy barn. The lay-out is

designed so that ultimately standard commercial metal equipment may be

installed. Stalls for 24 cows, sides for 3 pens, drinking cups, manger divisions,

support columns, hay track, door and window hardware, litter carrier track,

ventilation system, and roofing are included. (For further details see Farmers'

Bulletin 1342, Dairy-Barn Construction.)

The purpose of this leaflet is to point out how an average-size dairy

barn can be built with but little metal and at the same time provide a

structure that can be operated efficiently in a sanitary manner.
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Possible future improvement should be kept in mind when planning
the barn, so that little or no alteration will be needed to make changes.
Time and thought given to proper lay-out before beginning construc-

tion will save money in the long run and will eliminate many diffi-

culties in making such changes.

The omission of metal details in the order discussed in the following

figures will cause the least inconvenience.

Figure 2.— R< >ffer the best opportunity for saving metal through the use
of wood or other noimietallic material-.

Masonry walls eliminate the use of 100 pounds of nails for the plan
shown in figure 1 and, if constructed properly, are reasonable in

price, low in maintenance cost, and long-lived. Cinder or other
lightweight concrete blocks and clay tile with air cells afford better
protection against cold and condensation than most types of solid

masonry. 1

If masonry walls are not sufficiently insulated, a ventilation system,
even through otherwise efficient, will not remove excessive condensa-
tion on the cold surfaces.

1 Instructions for laying masonry units can be obtained from the association of manufacturers of each
special material. Information Series .

r
>4, Rubble Masonry, can be obtained, free of charge, from the Bureau

of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering.
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Eighty pounds of metal can be saved if the window ventilator

cheeks are of wood instead of galvanized sheet metal.

Wooden stalls as illustrated on the cover can be easily operated

and kept in a sanitary condition. Their use will save 1,650 pounds
of metal. Partitions of wood can be used if substantially built.

The use of wooden columns supporting the ceiling will save 450
pounds of metal.

Two hundred and ten pounds of metal can be saved if but one

drinking cup is used for every two cows.

Figure 3.—A 36- by 60-foot barn of nonmetallic materials. Types of roofing

such as the one illustrated will save 3,500 pounds of metal without changing the
appearance of the structure appreciably or lowering its efficiency. Selvedge-
edge roll roofing, wood, composition or asbestos-cement shingles, or other com-
mercial coverings often can be easily obtained. (See Farmers' Bulletin 1751,
Roof Coverings for Farm Buildings and Their Repair.)

Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 show additional ways of saving metal.
Wooden cupolas, illustrated on the cover, require 400 pounds less

metal than conventional types.

Thus the 34- by 62-foot dairy barn can be stripped of 9,000 pounds
of war metal.

In effecting these temporary economies a farmer should install

sleeves, anchors, and other necessary parts for use in the installation

of metal equipment after the war. Where wood is used, it should
be installed with careful workmanship, finished nicely with rounded
or chambered edges, and kept well painted; otherwise it might need
frequent repair, become unsanitary, and be unattractive.

Working drawings of most of these features in wood are obtainable
through the plan exchange service at the State agricultural colleges.
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Figure 4.—Hinged doors use less metal than sliding types. Substantial typos
of hinged entrance and hay doors which require 150 pounds less metal than
doors hung on tracks are shown.
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Figure 5.—Wooden hay-carrier track. Wooden tracks -were formerly in com-
mon use until the steel track was developed at a time when metal was not
critical. The use of wooden tracks will save 130 pounds of metal.
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Figure 6.—Wooden pens. Neat, sanitary, and safe pens can be built oi wood

at a saving of 1,500 pounds of metal. One method of building these is shown.
Variations can be used to adapt them to special construction features of the
barn.
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Figure 7.—Litter-carrier track. All the litter-carrier track inside the barn can
be omitted, and only an outside track, supported on wood posts, brackets, and
track support used, thus conserving 500 pounds of metal. The litter-carrier

tub is handled on a floor truck inside the barn, wheeled out where the tub is

raised, and conveyed on the track to the manure pit.

Figure 8.—Ventilating system. A, Sheet-metal outtake flues. B, Insulated
outtake flues of wood. If wooden outtake flues are used and fresh-air intakes
are provided by boxing in the space between wall studs and ceiling joists a
saving of 300 pounds of metal is effected. (See Farmers' Bulletin 1393,
Principles of Dairy-Barn Ventilation.)
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